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Professor Rdward Shils was in Tndia during the year
1955-.6 in order to study the problem of Indian intellectuals.
It was fortunate that T could meet him and could have some
discussions with him. As a matter of fact Professor Shils
suggested to me that an enquiry into the soctal background of
college and university professors in Poona would be worthwhile
undertaking. His suggestion appealed to me and through his
encouragement T started doing preliminary reading on the
sociology of intellectuals. Professor Shils was not only helpful
in formulating the noints of enquiry but he was very kind in
writing to Professor Ythiel de Sole Pool recommending the
projected study for researeh grart. While T am very grateful-
to Professor Shils for initiating me into this partieular field
of enquiry, T must hasten to add that whatever way be the
shortcomings, and T am sure there are many, are entirely mine.
In fact, what is presented is a preliminary report on the study.
T want to record my deep sense of gratitude to Professor Ythiel
de Sola Pool for getting me the research grant for this study.
In fact I have to thank him much more for the extraordinary
patience in allowing me to work on this project belatedly. But
for his forebearanee, patience and kindness I would never have
been able to complete the study.
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I would also like to record my sense of gratitude to
the principals of various colleges in Poona and the Heads of
various departments of the Poona University for their interest
and encouragement. It is largely due to their cooperation
that the various professors in colleges and university responded
promptly to the questionnaires. Of course, T feel indebted to
all those vrofessors who have returned the questionnaires.
T went to thank Mr. 1.N. Reddy for his unstInted help
in the conduet of the enquiry at all stages inreud1ng analysts
of the data and preparation of the report. Similarly, T want
to thank Wre. A. Ramanamw for prenaring the tables. T also wRnt
to thank Vr. V.W. Bhat, who typed the report efficiently and
quickly.
Poona
February 5, 1968. T. B. DAMLI
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'No society can do without its intellectuals.
Intellectuals way belong to a hereditary class or they may
be recruited from various strata. Whatever may be the
historical develooment of the intelligenstia and the
intellectuals, there is no denying that in order that
intellectuals function effectively certain minimUM requisites
have to be satisfied. It is not, hovever, our purpose to
either enquire into the historical development of the
intellectuals nor to differentiate betveen intelligenstia
and intellectuals. Our purpose is only to understand the
role that they are expected to play in society and consequently
the kind of relationship which they have to maintain with
socity and the -responsibilities which they have to bear.
No attempt is made to disease the various definitions
of intellectuals. Just as no society can afford to neglect its
intellectuals, serious students of society also cannot afford
to neglect analysing the role, status and working of
intellectuals. Naturally, in respect of the definition of
intellectuals there obtains a multiplicity. Whatever may be
the origins of intellectuals, there is no denying that through
their skills and knowledge they are connected and concerned
with facts vital to society. A# Shils observes, it is because
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of this connection with vital facts on the part of
intellectuals that they develop self regard and esteem and
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in turn also enjoy social esteen. For the purposes of the
nresent study a couple of working definitions are provided
to start the discussion. As we know, a correct and
conmrehensive descrttion about ihat the intelectuals do
also constitutes a -useful definition end starting noint,
lanheim says: "The intellectuals who produce ideas and
ideologies form the most imoortant of the eonneeting links
between social dynamies and ideation?" ntetllectuals are
primarily concerned with ideation and it it only through
ideation that they can provide leadership in respect of
thought and also help legitimise action in society. The
concern of intellectuals with ideation has also been regarded
by Schumpeter as one of the central eittfria of defining
intellectuals. Thus, he says, *Tntellectuals are in fact
people who wield the power of the spoken and written word and
one of the touches that distinguises them from other people
who do the same is the absence of direct responsibility for
practical affairs ..... The Critial- attitude, arising no
*ess from the intellectuals situation as an onlooker in most
cases also as an outsidar - than from the fact that this main
I See Edward A. Shils "The TraditIons of Tntellectuals," in
G.B. de Pusar (ed., "The TntelctaiR Controversial
Portrait (11lInoiso The Free Press of Glencoe, 1960l pp.5-61.
2 Marl fannheim, Essays on the soetolorr of Culture (Tondon:
'Routledge and Kegan Paul Ttd., 196), p. 12
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chance of asserting himself lies in his actual or
potential nuisance value, should add a third touch." Thus,
the various characteristies of intellectuals have been
oinoointed by avnnheim as well as Schumpeter. Intelletuals
are concerned with both ides and ideologies and since they
do not have to confine themselves to both ideas and ideologies
which arise from their stratum, they can have on the one hand
non-attachment to any particular stratum or grou. but, on the
other hand, a very wide degree of affiliation with all kinds
of strata and groups. Because of such wide choice of
arfiliation intellectuals can develop a degree of detatchment
most essential for frank and forthright analysis of society
and its problems and can also be in a position to offer frank
advice and suggestions. Another characteristie of intellectuals
to be mentioned here is disitterested oursuit of knowledge.
In fact, one of the major determinants of self esteem on the
part of intellectuals as well as on the part of society can
be said to be this spirit of distinterestedness. Teaving aside
the historteal nast, wherein the intellectuals were confined
to a iartientar stratum, since the develorment of modern
western soeiety, intellectuaIs are no lorrer confined to any
narticular stratum, at least in theory In the sense that they
need not be so. Of course, in a society governed by the easte
system the observation made above may not hold good in Practiee.
"The Sociology of the Tntellectuals,"3 ,oseph A. Schumpeter,
in Tbid. , pp. 69.79
Yet there is the free dom for a person from any stratum
to become an intellectual, which i exemplified by the
instance of Pr. B.R. Ambed)ar in the Tndian soeety. Tt wae
mentioned earlier that intellectuals are concerned with
Ideation. As such Intelectuals act as interclass
communicators. Tt woa also mentioned eorlier that through
their preoccupation with ideas and ideologies, intellectuals
can derive vicarious experience of classes and groups to
which they do not belong. In fact, intellectuals can
participate vicariously in other classes and groups. Tn their
capacity as interelass conmunteators, intellectuals can in
a way help integrate society but can also promote social
dynamics. Sehumpeter, in fact, has observed very pertinently
that it is because of intellectuals that what might have been
purely a conflict of material interest is transformed into an
ideational and ideological conflict.
Intellectuals operate with ideas and ideologies and
their main fgde are knowledge and skills, whereby they can
function effectively In various situations such as bureauerats,
politicians, admintistrators, scientists, academeans,
professors, artists, philosophers, etc. Their main task is
to crente and transmit new ideas. Of course, it may not
be possible for all intellectuals to create new ideas, in
which case they may rest content with transmitting and
elucidating important creative ideas. Herein lies the
importance of academicians as intellectuals either in respect
of creating ideas or in their transmission.
Some of the roles of Intellectuals in society have
been delinepted above. Rowever, the importance of their
status in society was not suffictently stressed. Of course,
reference was made to the bases and origin of self regard and
esteem on the part of intellectuals, Rowever, it is equally
important that intellectuals enjoy a measure of social esteem
which would enable them to function effectively. There are
various prerequisites for the effietent functioning of
intellectuals. As already mentioned, self esteem and social
esteem are extremely important. Rowver, the importance of
training and equipment of intellectuals cannot be over-
emphasised. Mind has to be trained and intellect has to be
sharpened in order that intellectuals can excel in ideational
activity. Even in the ease of esoteries, a tradition of
thinking has to be developed and systematised, much more so
in the ease of intellectuals. Intellectual tradition eennot
sustain without ensuring effiteent, pruposive and continuous
training of the Intellectuals. Therefore, eduention and
training is vitally important so that intellectuals can be
connected with central or vital knowledge. Highest type of
trainig and equipment Is, therefore, necessary which can
sharpen critical faculty, which is of such crucial significance
to intellectuals.
There should be a primay of Ideation in the ease of
intellectuals. In order that this primacy be realised,
intellectuals should develop and maintain a sense of
professional commitment and involvement. This signified
a spirit of dotatchment and non-involvement in the personal
or group sense and susqtained activity. This requirement has
implications for the strength of character of intellectuals,
which alone would enable them to face any odds for their
intellectual convictions. The fact that Intellectuals
function in various capacities does not mean that intellectuals
should "sell" themselves as a commodity or a service. In
fact, to the extent that they were to do so their operation
in the ideational realm would be restricted and constrained.
The major commitment of tntellectuals should be in the realm
ofdea tion, although there are eortain other requirements
which also need to be satisfied in order to rromote this.
Preedom from want is essential for a fruitful
functioning of intellectuals In any society. R measure of
economic and social security is of undeniable importance.
As mentioned earlier if intellectuals had to depend on any
particular stratum or group for their maintenance and
sustenance the ideational freedom would eertainly be impinged
upon. Therefore, the vocation of intellectuals must be
independent and free from interferenee and intervention by
group or class interests.
Intelleetuals must have the freedom to operate as
intellectuals and also enjoy a minimum measure of social and
political freedom. There should be no restrictions on their
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ideational activity and pursuits. Similarly, undue taboos
and restrictions should not be imposed in respect of their
soctial and politieal particloation. Tntellectuals are
exnected to provide leads in the field of ideation. Tt ts a
common practice of various pressure grouns and parties to
enlist the cooperatIon of Intellectuals in order to provide
ideational and ideological foundation in support of their own
interests.
A minimum 'degree of social esteem has to be enjoyed
by intellectuals in order to make them effeetive. It has been
mentioned that as interclass communicators, intellectuals not
only transmit ideas from one section to another but would also
help in getting new ideas and ideologies accepted by various
sections. Rovever, in order that they are able to do so they
must enjoy sooial esteem and recognition. Much more important
is the fact that intellectuals should not be distrusted or
their motives be questioned. Along with soetal esteem it is
very imiortant for intellectuals to have self esteem, regard
as well as confidence. Without self esteem and confidenee they
would not be able to carry out their conviyPettons. Tess of self
confidence would impair eficiency by a11owing undue pressures
to interfVere with the activities and funettouint of the
intellectuals. Intellectuals, therefore, must be armed with a
high degree of self confidence.
Intellectuals cannot perform their role as interclass
communicators and promoters and creators of new ideas if they
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lacked in empathy and social sensitivity. As mentioned
earlier they should be able to partteirate vicariously in
other strata and groups to which they do not belong. If they
were to confine themselves only to their own stratum and group
they ight be victims of a narrow and restricted point of view
and approach to various problems. Intellectuals have to
studiously avoid any particularistie involvement and loyalty
and to develop empathy and sensitivity which would widen their
horizon of ideas and exoerience. Universalistie attitude is,
therefore, the essence of intellectual approech. Intellectuals
should rise above their stratum.
gmpathy and social sensitivity also needs to be
cultivated by participation in soctal and political affairs.
A variety of erperience would be eeduelve to ideational
activity. Nereover, the offsettveness of intellectuals as
creators and promoters of new ideas would also depend on their
contact with various elements of society. Knowledge has to be
utilised. ftowledge cannot be utilised until intelleetuals
are accepted by society through their participation in social
and political affairs.
Intellectuals should take upon themselves the task of
providing intellectual and scientific leadership to society. In
this context the importance of intellectuals as elites cannot
be overemihasised. As fadel says elites are a special group by
virtue of their sectal knowledge and skills. 4 Re says the
4 See 8.P. hadel, "The Concept of Social Wlites Tnternato
Seetal Setenee Bulletin, Vol.VTTT, Wo.n p,41A
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concept elite is intended to denote a group of persons
iho "can claim a position of superiority and heneo a corres-
ponding measure of influence over the fate of the eommunityo"
Roverer, in order to be elites it is not merely enough to
possess knowledge and skills it is necessary to have the
eaoacity to set standards, as Radel would say. Thus
intellectuals cannot be elites untless they nossess knowledge
and skills as well as capacity to set standards.
The Role of the Inte1ectuals as Plites In India :
The intellectual tradition in India dates long in
the past. Yet in so far as modern intellectual traditions
are coneerned it is a fairly recent phenomenon. As a result
of contact with and exposure to the West, intellectuals in
India *ame to imbibe modern intellectual tradition. In the
wake of such inculcation, intellectuals felt that it was their
duty to provide leadership in the areas of thought as well as
action in various spheres of life. Starting from aTja Ram
Mohan Roy to Dada Bhat Waoroji, Nabindra Nath Tagore, Gokhale,
Tilak, Ranade, COndh, Nehru, N. Roy, Iarve, et. al.
intellectuals in Tndia have been actIvely iartieitating in
social and political affairs and have iprovided the necessary
leadership, ranging from education and social and politieal




untouchability, promotion of oments education ete. In
terms of their eonfrontatio with the West, intellectuals
have been required to revise their notions of standards of
achievement. In fact, they have been so busy catching up with
the standards that they themselves have had no chance to set
standards for others, thereby impairing their effectiveness
as inteltectual elites. Tntelleotuals iP India have functioned
in various eapactties as bureaucrats, administrators, civil
servants, revolutionaries, polittians, soetal reformers,
educationists ineluding researeh and training in various areas
as well as charismatic leaders etc. The role played by
intellectuals in India in nationalist movement as Well as in
the task of national reconstruction has been vell recorded by
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A.R. Desai, Wirad C. Chaudhuri, . dward Sh1s, and others.
Similarly, the attainments and failures of intellectuals in
India have been analysed by the authors mentioned.
However, Shils confines himself, to the task of
analysing the attainments of academic intellectuals. Shils
tries to put the whole problem of intellectuals in a proper
setting. Thus, he traces the traditions of inteleetuals in
India in the historical past and brings it upto date particularly
in respect of its contact with modern intellectual tradition,
6A.R. Pesat, -ca akg Tnir Jkttmiw
(Cambridge: Oxfoid .nver s ; Win *Chaudhuri
Tn .1e tal T india (New Delhi Vir Publishing Rouse,
Modern ~ h ti n a tu on efti tao Co.l1
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its attainments and failures. In order to do so he
analyses the tradition and vocation of the intellectuals in
India, their culture, economic conditions, institutional
situation, their nerformanee, their dependence on others for
intellectual inspirations and standards, etc. Tn a very
pereentive and rrovocattve manner Shils nuts his finger on
the various problems eonfronting the intellectuals in Tndia.
The Role Playd by Tntellectual Elite in Poona t
As mentioned earlier, intellectuals in India were
donfronted with modern intellectual traditions because of
their contact with the British rulers. As a result of such
contact intellectuals felt that independence cannot be
attained merely by political agitation but by an all round
development of the people through imparting "modern education".
Intellectuals in Poona, as elsewhere, were fired by nationalist
sentiments and a keen desire not only to regain independence
but also to put the country on a higher pedestal so that it
could attain a place of honour in the comity of nations.
aturally, they had to make a multipuronged attack on the then
existing malaise vtiz., economie, pptitieal, soetal etc.
Stalwarts like Mr. M.G. Ranade, Kr. E.G. Tilak, Mr. G.G.Agarar,
Vishnushastri ChIplankar, Mr. %atjoshi, Mr. O.K Ookhale, at. al.
gave their best to formlate programmes of aetivi sing the
people and to initiate various tyres of re'orms in all wai
of life. It was but natural that these stalwarts gave top
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Driority to the founding of *dtetional institutions such
as the Deccan Uduestion Soeety, whieh has earned a niche
in the educational map of Tndla, in order to provide modern
education to the people, coupled with a sense of nationalism,
self respect ete. The role played by the Decean Education
society is too well known to need any repetition here. There
were a host of eminent followers of some of the stalwarts
mentioned above, who earried forward the torch lighted by
these stalworts. G.K. Goksle, for instance, founded the
Servants of India Society, which in its turn developed a first
rate institution for the study of economie and political
problems viz. The Goomale Institute of Polities and Tehonomies,
which was eminently headed by Prof, D.R. 0-dgil with
distinetion for a neriod of over 3A years. Tn consonance with
the intial aims of the edue'tioml enterprise on the "art of
the stalmarts mentioned above, sustained efforts were made to
provide knowledpe and skills to the younger generations so
that they could take upon themselves responsibilities of
leadership in various walks of life. It is needless to go
into the long list of distinguished alumni of the rergusson
College as well as the Sir Parshurambhau College, who have
been serving the country with eminenee in various walks of life.
However, a few names might be aentionedt Dr. G.8. Mahajani,
Dr. D.D. Xosambi, Mr. 8.0. Barve, . .Mr  M. JbOhiq Sr. W.G.Gore,
have distinguished themselves in their respective fields such
as education and researeh, administration, politics and social
work, etc.
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The Present Study -
The present study of the soetal strueture of
intellectuals in Poona is, however, very much limited in
scope in the sense that it is confined to the investigation
pertaining to the college and university professors in Poona.
Therefore, the intellectuals studied here only form a part of
the intellectual group. The present study starts with a
positional definition of intellectuals viz., a study of ..hose
who, in terms of the oecupational oattion, are eoieted to be
Primarily concerned with ideational aetivity. Tt is an enquiry
into the ideational activity of oollege and university
professors. Eventhough it ii limited in scope, some of the
theoretieal propositions made in the foregoing have been
examined efrefully in the present study. Thus, the soeial
background of the college and university professors, training,
equipment and performne, factors whieh led to the choice of
career, professional commitment and involvement, empathy and
social sensitivity, participation in public activities,
scientific and intellectual leadership of society, etc. have
been enquired into with a view to test some of the theoretical
propositions mentioned abovd;
Method of Stud
Survey method has been employed in conducting this
study. A questionnaire was constructed so as to etelit
Information in respect of the areas mentioned above. It is
obvious, therefore, that the information obtained is
essentially quantitative. The survey, however, was sought to
be made comprehensive by employing the census method in respect
of canvassing the questionnaire to all professors in various
Arts, Science and Commerce colleges in Poona as well as all
the departments of the University. About 500 questionnaires
were administered, out of which 1,( were returned which have
been analysed in the "resent study.
Timitattons and tientfitanee of the Studv I
The limitations of the present study stem from
(i) definition, (i1) scope and (iii) method employed. Thus,
the positional definition of intellectuals is eartainly not
fully adequate although it provides a good starting point for
such enquiry into the social strueture of intellectuals. The
scope of the present enquiry is limited to the aspects mentioned
above although aspects like their sense of fulfillment, social
status, their relationships with students and fellow teachers,
their social contacts, etc. could have been enquired into in
order to make the study comprehensive. In respect of the
method employed, the survey method has its own limitations in
the sense that, while it enables to obtain quantitative data,
it does not help in getting qualitative data whereby the
quantitative data ean be put in a rroper perspective. Wot-
withstarding these limitations, however, the detailed survey
which has been undertaken provides interestIng aterial about
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the doings of academic intellectuals in Poona. reover,
the findings of the present study have been strengthened by
the all Tndia study in the field of sociology of education and
particularly by the one conducted in Mahareshtra region whereby
comparable material is available.
Tt is, however, intended to telke n a complemientary
study of various types of Intelletuals in Poona including
academicians, authors, writers, bureaucrats, professionalu,
social and political leaders, etc. with a view to fill up
some of the laeunae in the present study and to provide a
comprehensive picture of the functioning of intellectuals in
Poona. Therefore, the limitations arising from the definition
and scope would be overcome. Similarly, the method to be
followed in the intended study would be primarily personal




S0C IA L CONfPOSIION
Out of the 150 teaehers, 49 ver eent teach at the
vost graduate level while 41 ver cent teach at the under-
graduate level and 9 Per cent teach at both under-graduate
and post graduate level.
There were only 4.7 per cent of the teachers who belong
to the age group 20-S5 years, 15.3 per cent belong to the age
group 26-30. As one would expect 18 per cent of the teachers
belong to the age group 31-5 years and 13.7 per cent to 36-40.
There were 14 per cent of the teachers in the group 41-45.
There were 7.3 per cent of the teachers in the age group 46-S)
and 4.7 in the age group 51-55. There were 4 per cent in the
age group over 55 while 19.3 per cent did not mention their age.
In the all India study it has been found that about 6) per cent
of the teachers belong to the age group 35 and below whereas
in the present study only 41 Der eent of the teachers belong
to the age group 35 and below.
Age and the Classes taught by the teachers *
In the age group 35 and below the number of teachers
teaching at the under-graduate and post-graduate level is
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exactly the same being 29 in each case, while in the age
group 36 to 5 and over there is a preponderance of those
teaching at the postgraduate level, their number being 49 as
against 18 who teach only at the undergraduate level. It is
certainly ensouraging that younger teachers are teaching at
the post-graduate level and as such would naturally get better
faeilities for their professional development. Yet it is
obvious that tesehing at the postgraduate level is largely
dependent upon the experience as reflected by the age of a.
person.
Age and Various Subjects Taught i
In respect of those teaching courses in Arts there
are only 1q teachers in the age group 35 and below while there
are 23 teachers in the age group 36-4 and above. In the
Science subjects, however, 31 teachers belong to the age
group 35 and below and only 16 belong to the age group 36-55
and over. This my possibly mean that as one advances in
age and asquires eznerieneo a person teaching seiene# subject
is more likely to move out of the teaehing professton. There
is similar phenomenon whieh has been refleted in the ease of
the professional teachers (Engineering and edieal) who said
that they wanted to change theIr career from that of teaching
to some other career. ( Ref. All India Study ) Amongst those
who teach Soetal Setences, there are fifteen teachers in the
age group 21-35, and 22 teachers are in the age group 36-58
and over.
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There were 11 women teaehers in the age group 38
and below while there were only 7 women tesehers in the age
groun 36-80. This observation is corroborated by the finding
of the All India Study wherein also majority of the women
teachers belong to the age group 38 and below. The Dereentage
of women teachers is only 16 as compared with the A 11 India
sample where it is about 34 per cent. Since women have taken
to college teaching as a career in fairly recent times it is
but natural that there should be a pevonderanes of theni in
the age group 35 and below. breover, w~men may also like
to give up employment after getting married and having
children and particularly after attaining financial stability.
Age and Rural-Urban aekground I
In respect of the rural-urban baekground it has been
found that 27 teachers hailed from the etty in the age groun
35 and below while there were 15 teaehers from the towns
and 16 from villages in this age groun. In the age group
35 to 55 and over there were 29 who belong to the vtllage
and 11 who belong to the town and 24 who belong to the city.
It is also surprising that there are 45 teadhers who had a
rural back-groud while there are only a5 who eame from a town.
m
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As for the all India study there is a very small
*ereentage of the college teachers in Maharashtra from the
rural region. It it surorising that in this samnle as
many as 65 teachers have rural baekgroundt 3) teachers are
from towns and 69 tesehers are frm cities. Obviously enough
the pee0l1 brought up and educated in cities have better
changes of taking to college teaching as a career. Of eourse,
this will be examined in the context of caste.
Age and Caste t
It should be mentioned at the outset that the
percentage of the Brahains is 82 while that of Marathas and
the Chandra Seniya Kayasth Prabhu la white collared and high
ranking caste) is 5.3 each. There are only a ver cent
teah*r , belonging to backward castes and none belonging to
the scheduled castes. It is not surprising that there were
4 teachers belonging to the Maratha caste, who belong to the
age group 35 and below. It is however surprising that
4 e.kp. teachers belong to the age grouw 35 and below, and
only two are over 36 in age.
Age and Education i
In respect of education there were 14 teachers who
had obtained doctorate and belonged to the age group 35 and
below while there were 3 teachers belonging to the same
4
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group who had obtained ! doetorates. In all there were 59
teachers who had obtained doetorates. There Vs only one
teacher who had a foreign degree although the age group
has not been mentioned in this ease. As one would exvoet
there is a prononderanoe of teachers who have obtained W.A.#
say be in one or two subjeets, although it is very
gratifying to note that there were 59 teahers who had
obtained doctorate in their respestive field.
Age and Uduational and Oecpational hehground t
Fre the All India Sample we get that most of the
college teaehers are drawn from homes where the father was
engaged in one of the urban -- white collar oceonations.
There is, however, a difference between college men and College
women. The college men, in professional as well as non-
Professional, colleges have a substantial propertion of the
fathers ito one of the rural oeenuation. This is less often
the case among fathers of college women. Women college
teachers are drawn from occoupationally as well as educationally
advantaged homes.
In respect of the education of the fathers of the
teachers it is found that out of the 59 teachers in the age
group of 35 and below, 14 had fathers who had college
education, while there were 17 teachers whose fathers had
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postgraduate and technieal education. In the ease of the
teachers of the age group 36 to 55 and above there were to
teachers whose fathers had college education and 16 had
postgraduate and technical edueation out of a total of
98 teachers. Therefpre, the fathers of the teachers
belonging to the younger age group definitely have better
educational background. This finding is corroborated by
the All India Study.
The same trend is reflected in the case of the
oceupations of the fathers of the teachers. Out of 58
teachers belonging to the age group 35 and below, there were
38 teachers whose fathers belong to higher occupational
class such as exective, 'scientific and technical persennel,
various types of officers, academietans, professionals like
doctors, lawyers, ete. There were 13 teachers in the same
age group whose fathers performed ordinary administrative
duties ineluding that of a school teacher. As for the age
grop 36-5 and above there were 33 teachers whose fathers
belong to higher occupational groups mentioned above and in
the case of 36 tenchers, their fathers performed ordinary
administrative tasks. There were only 16 teaehers including
all the age groups, whose fathers were either owners of farm,
fishery, dairy, ete., and there was not a single teacher whose
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father was a tenant cultivator, or manual labourer in
dairy, agriculture, etc., while there were 11 teachers
whose fathers were skilled manual workers of all tyves such
as foremen, machine man, fetory worker, eraftsman, etc.
In the ease of all !ndia study, on the other hand, there
were many college teachers whose fathers performed rural
oewua tions.
Se :
Out of the 10 teachers, 84.7 per cent were Men
and 15.3 were women. According to the all India study,
however, the percentage of wmen teachers in all states,
exoept Andhra, is 34.
Sox and Rural-Urban ae n:
Out of the 127 men teachers, 53 came from villages,
24 from towns while 49 belonged to cities. In the ease of
women teachers, as one might ewxect, out of the 23 tesehers
13 belonged to cities, 6 to towns and 3 to villages. This
finding is confirmed by the All Tndia Study in the ease of
Vaharashtra State.
Sex and Teachin at Different Levels I
Out of 127 men, 83 taught at the postgraduate level
while 44 taught at the undergraduate level. In the ease of
23
voenn teachers, 1S out of 23 taught at the undergraduate
level while 5 taught at the postgraduate level.
Sex and Caste a
Out of the 23 female teachers 14 belong to the,
bahmi caste and 3 to the e.k.. easte while in the ase
of 4, easte is not avnlicable. It i, hovever gratifying
that female teachers belong to the 1textba oaste out of a
total of 8 teaehers belonging to the Maratha easte. As for
the men teachers, out of 127 teachers 10 were Brahuins,
5 were e.k.a. and 6 were Marathas, and in the ease of 7,
easte was not apiteable and none belonged to scheduled
caste.
Sex and Nducation I
As one might expect, out of the 12? men teachers,
55 had doctorates, while in the sase of wmen teachers out
of 23, 5 were doctorates whieh in itself is gratifying. As
capared with the all Tndia where the iereentage of
doctorates varied from 8 to 1) in uest of the states, in
this samle it is as high as 45 per sent.
Sex and Uneational and Oceuwational hekpRund
Out of the 23 amen teaehers, in the ease of 6,
their fathers bad college education while in the ease of 10,
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their fathers had postgraduate and technical edneation.
In the ease of one waun teacher, her father was educated
in the taditional system. Out of the 127 men teachers,
there were 28 teachers whose fathers had college education
and there were 24 whose fathers had vostgraduate and
technical edueatton while in the ease of 9 their fathers
were educated in the traditional system. In the case of
6 women teachers, the fathers had rimary, middle school
or high school eduation and none was illiterate. While
in the case of men teachers, their fathers were ilitterate
and in the ease of 81 toadbers the fathers had primary,
middle school or high school edusation and nine fathers
had traditional education.
&ex To. Fathers' 0eupation I
As one might expet, women teachers were the
daughters of relatively better placed fathers than the
male teachers. Thus, out of the 23 women teachers only
one was the daughter of owner of farm, while 14 out of the
127 men teaehers were the sens of owners of farm.
Rural-Vrban Saehground of the Teachers t
Of the 15') teachers, 36.6 ner cent were from village,
20 vor cent from town and 41.3 per cent from city.
I
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kural-Urban aekground and Caste i
Out of the 8 Jaratha teaehers, 7 belong to the
village and 1 to the town while out of the 123 Brahuin
teaehers 43 belong to the vil1age, 26 to towns, and 54 to
eities. It is rather surprising that in the case of the
teachers in whose ease easte was not applicable their
numbers were equally distributed between the village, town
and aity.
Rural-UVrban Bakpoound and Education i
There is no relationship between rural-urban
background and edueation of the teachers e.g. in the ease
of the teacherd who held detorate degree 27 case from
villages, 11 from towns and V from cities.
Mural-Urban Background and Fathers' Aducation and Oceupationt
As one would expect, in the case of 56 teachers who
came from villages, the education of their fathers was as
fellowst 8 were illiterate, 1 were Prtmry/middle school
educated, 10 unto high school level, 8 college educated,
10 had postgraduate and techntal edueation while 6 were
educated in the traditional system. In the ease of 19
teachers who ease from towns the edueation of their fathers
is as follows # 11 upto high sahool, S upto college education,
I
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5 postgradtate and technical education and 4 were educated
in traditional system. In the case of the 63 teachers
coming from cities, as one would expect, the fathers of
36 teachers were eighter college educated or had post-
graduate and technical edueation (18 each); while it is
surprising that there were 3 teachers from cities whose
fathers were illiterate and in the ease of 4 their fathers
had education apto primary/middle school, and 19 upto high
school. Therefore, one sees evidenee of a pronounced
moward mobility, at least in edueational terms, in the ease
of the teachers coming from cities.
In respect of the oeeuations of the fathers of
the teachers, as one might expet, out of the 86 teachers
who com from villages, in the ease of 9 their fathers
performed agricultural work; as one might expet, 8 were
owners of small business, while 15 were either executives
and scientific and technical personnel, indteating thereby
their migration to cities or urban areas. As one would
expect in the case of the 63 teachers who cane from cities
only in the ease of 3, their fathers performed agricultural
work and all the rest were engaged in higher occupations
which were Drimarily located in cities and urban areas.
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Rural-Uban ekyround & the Initial career of the teehelrs:
There is no relationship between the rural-urban
background of the teachers and their initial occupation in
the sense that 50 per cent of the teshers started their
career as high sehool teachers and then took up college
teaching. It is rather surprising that in the ease of a
teacher who came from city his initial cotupation was
agricultural work and in the ease of 3 they worked as labourer
in agriculture or dairy. Only 7 out of the 158) teachers
have taken wp college teaching as a career, whose initial
occupation had nothing to do with teaching.
Caste and Religion t
Out of the 181 teachers 113 were Irahmins, 8 were
Marathas, 7 were e.k.ps. while 3 belonged to the backward
classes and in the case of 8 easte was not mentioned. It is
interesting to note that in respect of religion although
there were 142 Rindus, only 138 mentioned their religion
as Hindu while 2 mentioned as Jainism 1 as Buddhism and
4 mentioned that they did not believe in religion. There
were 3 Muslims, 3 Sikhs and 1 Zorastrian. As compared with
the all India study, the absence of Christians in our sample
is striking.
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In the All India ample, the pronortion of teachers
who belong to the seheduled eastes is negligible and the
proportion of those who belont to the other baekward castes
is also small in most states.
Oecpation and Designation :
Out of the 150 teachers, there were only 2 part time
teachers, 10 were Assistant Professors in undergraduate
eolleges, 47 were lecturers in undergradvate colleges, 29
were Heads of the departments in colleges, 33 were university
lecturers, 22 were Readers and 7 were Professors / Heads of
the department at the university level and one was Read of
a college.
Out of the 33 untversity teachers, 21 were doetorates
and the rest were .As., out of the 22 university Readers,
17 were doctorates and the rest were W.A.s,. Out of the
7 university Professors, 3 were doetorates. Out of the
college loeturers, 2 were B.Bds., 39 were W.A.s and 8 were
doctorates. Out of the 1) Assistant Professors, 1 was a 3.Nd.
7 were X.A.s and 2 were doetorates. Out of the 29 college
Professors and Reads of Departments, 1 was B.3d., 22 were
E.A. s and 6 were doctorates.
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Out of the 33 university lecturers 21 held
doctorates. Out of the 32 university readers 17 held
doctorates degrees.
Oenpational designation and teaching experience I
As one would expect in the ease of 22 university
Readers 10 have been teaching for 16 years and more while
in the case of 33 university lecturers there ware 11) teachers
who have been teaching for less than 5 years. There is only
one university Reader whose teaching experience is less
than 5 years. Otherwise higher designation clearly depends
on the number of years- that a person has been teaching.
Similar trend is revealed in the ease of college teachers.
Family aekro~und in terms of ueation and Oessuatien u
Parents' ducation and Oeuation a
In the case of 1) teachers their fathers were
illiterate or bearly literate, in the ease of 17 they bad
education upto Primry or middle school. Fathers of 48
teachers had education umto high school and 34 had college
education. There were 33 fathers who had postgraduate and
technical education and 11 were edueated in traditional
system. In the ease of 43 teachers, their mothers were
I
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illiterate, in the ease of 51 their mothers were educated
upto Drimary / Uiddle school, in the ease of 20 upto high
school, in the ease of I college education and in the ease
of 2 postgraduate education, while in the ease of la
teaehers their mothers were educated at home in various arts
and crafts.
As for parents' oceupation there were 15 teachers
whose fathers were owners of farm, land, et.., in the ease
of 3 their fathers were vroorietors, directors, managers,
etc., of big industrial coneerns, wholesale merehants, etc.,
in the ease of 19 they were owners of small business, retail
shoos, while in the case of g8 teehers they were exeeutive,
seientifie and technical personnel, nrofessionals etc., in
the case of 43 teachers they belong to the ordianry
administrative staff such as clerk, cashier, ete., and in the
case of 2 they were skilled manual workers ineluding
foreman, factory worker etc. In respect of mothers'
occupation there were 3 teachers whoe mothers were owners
of farm, land, fishery, etc., there were S teachers whose
mothers were either manual or agriaultural labourer while
it is surprising that in the ease on 1 teacher the mother
was proprietor, director, etc. In the case of 3 teachers
the mothers were owners of small bastness, retail shov etc.
There were 5 tenehers whose mothers were execntive, seientifie
and technieal personnel while in the case of 4 their
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mothers were ordnary admiistrative staff. While 67 teachers
had their fathers with college education or postgraduate
degree, there were very few in whose case the mother had
college education or postgraduate degree. While in respect
of employment 126 teachers had their fathers employed in
white collared and higher oceupations, only in the ease of
13 teachers that their mothers wereq employed in white
collared and higher occupations.
Grandfathers' Uduoation and Ocopation I
In the ease of 11 teachers they were illiterate or
barely literate, 18 had urismry or diddle sehool education,
25 had high school education, while 9 had college education
and 5 had vostgraduate and technical edution, while in
the case of 30 they had traditional edueation. In respeet
of grandfathers' oeeuration, as one would expect, 48 were
owners of farm while 2 were either manual or agrieuitural
labourers, 2 were roprietor, director eto., and 15 were
owners of smll business, 15 were either exeeutive, or
scientifie and technieal personnel, professionals, ete., and
35 belong to the ordinary administrative staff. Therefore,
there has been enhancement of education and oceupation in
respect of the fathers.
Dheles' Uducation and Occupation u
Since generally the uncle belongs to the father
generation, it is not surprising that there were 84 teachers
whose uncles had college or postgraduate education. Similarly
in the case of occupations also in the ease of 124 teachers
their uncles were employed in white collared and higher
oceupations.
Brothers' Iducation and Oes tion i
One hundred and one teachers had 1 to 3 brothers,
while 19 teachers bad 4 to 6 brothers. There was only one
teacher Ao had 7 brothers and 39 had no brothers. Xn respect
of the brothers' education 1II teaehers had brothers with
college education or ostgraduate degree and technical
qualifieation, while in the ease of 21 teachers their
brothers were in schools - primary, xiddle or high school.
In respeet of occupation, 83 had brothers engaged in white
collared, higher occupations while 2E were engaged in
ordinary aduinistrative duties and 2 were owners of farm
and 1 was a manual or agricultural labourer.
Sisters' Udueation a
One hundred $ne teachers had I to 3 sisters and 18
had 4 to 6 sisters and 2 had 7 sisters and 29 had no sisters.
M
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In the ease of 66 teaehers their sisters had either
college edueetton or postgraduate and technieal education,
while in the ease of 3 tesehers their sisters were illiterate
and the rest were sehooling and 3 had traditional eduoation.
Righ Sehool and College ducation of the Teachers i
As one would expet, 131 temehers had their college
education in cities wtile 14 had it in towns. In the ease
of high school eeneation, 18 teachers had it in vilages,
53 in towns and 78 in Cities. Obviously enough faeilities
for higher education are available mainly in cities and fairly
recently in towns.
Education and Income I
Four teachers were baahelors of education and were
teaehing in a Teachers' Training College, 74 had faster's
degree, 11had double aster'sdegree, 2 had Master's degree
plus some professional diploma. Only one had a foreign
diploma and 88 had doetorates out of whom 7 had double
dotorates.
There was only one teacher, obviously a part-time
teacher, who got less than 'R. 1,tV)/- per year, there were
only 3 in the braeket R. 1,200/. to Rs. 2,v)0/-., 2 in
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Rs. 2,51/ to 3,610/-, 19 in Rs. 3,611/- to 4,80/-, 35 in
Ro. 4,811/- to 6,00/-, 31 in Rs. 6,1 to 000/-, 27 in
Rs. 8,')01/ o 1,00/1- and 19 in RS 1,00v. to 15,000/
and 7 who earned above RS. 18,V01/.. Per year. Thereftre
the mode is obviously 38 teashers who e med between
Ru. 4,81/. to Ro. 6,VO/.- Ver year. While in this sample
there have been 84 teachers who have been earning above
Rs. 6,o0/ Ver year, there are very few teachers as per the
All India Study who have been earning Ra. 6,000/- ver year.
Of eourse, it has to be remembered that our sample is
eemposed of both ellege and university teaohers, while in
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Baste Training and Mucation I
Out of the 150 teachers, 58 held dectorate degree,
while 74 had Waster's degree, 11 had double Mater's degree,
2 had Master's degree with some diploma, I had a diploma or
degree from foreign university, while 4 were hehelors of
Edueation. Therefore, obviously, from the point of view of
initial training and equtpment, the teachers are very well
qualified to undertake advanced teaching and research. As
observed eariter, in this sample, there were 33 university
lecturers, 22 university Readers and 7 university Professors.
Out of the 58 dotorates there were 6 women teachers out of
a total of 23 women teoehers whieh comnares very favourably
with the all India study. As for the tenchers who work in
the university, out of the 33 university lecturers 21 held
doctorates, out of the 22 university readers 17 held doctorate
while among the 7 vrofessors 3 held doctorates. Ien at the
undergraduate level out of 88 teachers Who are employed in
colleges, whether as professeors, assistant professors,
lecturers or even part-time leaturers, there were 16 who held
doctorate degrees. There was one professor who is also Read
of a Postgraduate Institution who held a doctoral degree.
I
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Of course, out of the 88 college teachers 26 also teach
at the postgradnate level. Besides, a few of these
teachers have been also recognised for Ph.D. guidance in
their respective subjects. All the University Professors
and Readers have been offering guidane at the Ph.D. level,
While a few of the university lecturers also have been
recognised as Ph.D. guides. neultyvise, the Arts faclty
had 21 teachers out of a total of 41 tesehers who held
doctorates, the Sciene* Faeulty had 21 out of 6f) who held
doctorates, while in the faculty of Soctal Scienes, 13 out
of 48 held doctorates.
Iduation aInd Initial 2eeISation
It is very surprising to note that 3 teachers who
have doctorates declared their initial ocompation as (i) owner
of a farm (ii) tenant cultivator or peasant proprietor and
(iii) as manual labourer in agriculture or dairy. Obviously
their initial career was very humble and now they have been
able to join the teaching professiom by sheer determination
and hard work as well as genuine interest. There were also
2 N.A.s whose initial ocnation was manual labourer in
agriculture or dairy etc. There was only one N.A. whose
initial oecuation was that of a proprietor, director or
manager, big business owner etc. Sixty seven teachers
declared college of university teaehing as their initial
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occupation out of whom 29 held dotorate degrees, 32 were
V.A.s, 4 were double U.Ae.s one held foreign degree or
diplowa and 1 was a N.4. There were 74 teachers whose
initial occupation was that of a high school teacher out of
whom 24 hold doctorate degree now, while there were 6 with
double V.A.a, one with N.A. plus diploma and 401 with N.A.
and 3 with .4. Only in the ease of one teacher who holds
a doctorate now, the initial oecupation was that of an army
officer. Therefore, in the cose of 142 teachers out of 180,
the initial oectuation has been that of tenching, whether
at the high school level or university level.
Uducation and Teaching Etperience 8
Thirty-six teachers have been tesching for less than
5 years out of whom 10 hold doctorate degrees, 22 V.A., 2
double V.A., and 2 3.ed. Forty-five teachers have been
teaching for a period between 6 to 10 years out of whom 16
hold doctorate degrees, while 24 were .A., 4 were double
N.A., one N.A. with diploma and 1 B.M. Tventy-nine teachers
have been teaching for a neriod between 11 to 15 years out
of whom 15 hold doctorate degrees, 11 are V.A. 2 are double
N.A. and one .. Thirty-four teacher have been teaching
for a perted between 16 year and over out of' whom 17 hold
doctorate degree, 1 a foreign degree or diplom and 16 hold
M.A. A relationshin is diserenible between education in the
sense of degrees held and the length of teaching ex*ertenee.
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Utucatton and Aeadomie Attainment in terms of bsearch
and Publication I
It has already been observed that out of the 150
teachers as mny as 88 hold doctorate degrees and that
therefore they ae very well equipped for advanced teaching
and research. Therefore, it would be interesting to enquire
into their research aetivity and publieations with reference
to their educational attainment and equinment. Sixty-five
teachers have published books ranging from 1 to 5 and 15 and
over. This r finding ooms res very favourably with thea- all
India study in respeet of the Maharashtra state. Out of
the 65 teaehers who have published books 40 hold doetorate
degtees. Amongst those 3 teachers who have published books
over 15, all of them hold doctorate degrees. Out of the
remaining 25 teachers 23 are M.As while 2 are 3.3d.s.
language in which books have been written I
Twenty-nine teachers have published in English, out
of whom 16 hold doctorate degrees, 11 hold M.A. and 2 B.d.
Out of the 12 who published in harathi, only 4 hold doctorate
degrees and 8 hold L.A. Out of the 6 who published books in
Bindi, 4 hold doctorate degree and 2 hold L.A. Out of the
1 teachers who have published books both in English and
Varathi 13 hold doctorate degree and 2 hold .A. There was
only one teacher who vublished books in both Marathi and Rindi
and held a doctorate degree. There was only one teacher who
I
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has published books in English, harathi and Hindi and
held a doctorate degree.
Artieles a
Seventy-five teachers have published artieles and
papers out of whom 46 hold doctorate degree, 29 hold N.A.
There were 31 teachers who have published between 1 to 5
artieles, 17 between 6 to 1) articles, 8 between 11 to 15
and 17 between 16 to 21 and over, while there have been 2
teachers, both of the hold doetorate degree, who have
publitshed more than 100 articles.
Ianruare in1 whieh the articles and naners Mete nublisheda
Forty-seven teachers have eublished articles and aners
in English out of whom 29 hold doctorate degree and 18 hold
M.A. degree. There were 6 teschers who have published
articles and papers in Marathi all of whom vere V.A. There
vere 3 teachers who have published articles ahd papers in
Rindi all of whom hold doctorate degree. Out of the 15 who
have published both in nglish and Marathi 12 hold doetorate
degree and 3 M.A. Only one teacher has published articles
and papers both In Arathi and Hindi and holds a doctorate.
Between one-third to two-thirds of teachers, from
the All India Sample, hpve never published anything by way
of articles, books, research reports, etc. Between the three
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groups of teachers ( non-professional college teachers,
non-professional women college teaehers and professional
college teachers ) men in non-professional colleges have the
highest percentage of those who claim to have published
smething at some time of their career.
Uhy ublished artieles and Palers s
Sixtyfour teachers have mentioned that some of their
articles and papers whteh have been actually prenared by them
have not been published. Various reasons were aseribed for
not having published these artic'es and papers such as the
delay in publiehtion, lack of sustained motivation to oursue
the matter, rejection of articles and uarwers for publication
in the ease of a few teachers etc.
It is quite gratifying that 66 teaehers have published
books and 75 haye published articles and papers. As one might
expect there is a praponderance of teathers in both these
categories of those who hold doctorate degree. +Further
analysis of the date revealed that amongst thtose who have
published books 61 were men teachers, while there were 3 women
teachers also who have published books. Likewise, in respect
of those who have published aztieles and papers 71 were men
teaehers and 4 were women teachers.
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Wesulty and Publications :
Out of the 42 teachers who belong to the Arts Pacalty,
28 have published books, while out of the 60 who belong to
the Scienee faeulty only 13 have published books, and out of
the 48 who belong to the Social Siene faculty, 23 have
published books. Similar trend is reflected in respect of
those who have published articles. Thus out of the 42
teachers vho belong to the Arts Faeulty, 30 have published
articles and papers. In the sience faculty out of the 60
teachers only 20 have published articles and papers and in
the Social Science Paeulty out of the 48 teachers 35 have
published articles and papers.
&M and Initial ecunation I
Tn respect of initial oceupation there is a stnificant
relationship between sex and changing over to teasehtng
profession. Of the 23 vomen teachers, 9 started their
career as teachers in college or university, while 12 of them
taught in high school to begin with. In thesase of the men
teaehers, however, there are 7 teachers who have changed
over to the teaching profession from non-teaehing professions
and *cotpations such as ownership of land, agricultural and
manmal labour, ownership of small business, army offieer etc.
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Sex and length of' teaiching experienoce :
Out of the 23 women teachers, 12 have been teaehing
for less than 5 years whil, the number of men teaeh~rs for
this period is 24 out of 127. As for the teachers teaching
for 6 to 15 years, there were 67 men and only 6 women teachers
and in the braeket 16 years and above there were 31 men
teaehers and 3 women teachers. Obviously, the women teachers
have taken to this profession fairly recently, although there
have been a few teachers who have been teaching for 16 years
and over. This could be explained in terms of the advancement
of higher education and training in the case of women during
the fairly recent period.
DesignatIon and Oceupatton and Publications t
Out of the 65 teaehers who have vublished books, 37
work in the university departments in different eapaeities.
Out of 33 university lecturers 17 have vublished books and
out of the 22 University Readers 13 have published books, while
all the 7 university professors have published books. As
against this out of the 88 college teachers 28 have published
books. This could be explained in terms of (M) requirements
of a particular designation ahd espaotty, (it) motivation and
(iii) facilities.
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Membership of Governing, Advisory, anquiry, Consultive
bodies, t, t
Out of the 150 teachers there were It who were members
of Governing bodies of educational institutions, out of whom
9 held doctorate degree, I held M.A. and one held B.d. The
membership of Governing bodies seems to be related to the
designation in the sense of seniority. Out of these 22
teaehers, 10 are Heads of Departments in undergraduate colleges
while 4 are Univeesity Readers and 2 are university professors.
The Governing body means in this ease either the governing
bodies of the various educational societies which run the
undergraduate colleges or the academic eounll of the Poona
University ete. There is a clear relationship between the
age of a teacher and the membershio of the governing bodies.
Thus while there were only 4 teachers between the age grove
30l to 40 as members of governing bodies there were 18 such
members, who belong to the age group 41 to 56 and above.
There are 2 women teachers who are also members of
governing bodies. It should be noted here that these two
women teachers are obviously professors and heads of the
departments in undergraduate colleges. Yet it is surprising
that there were 6 teachers who had taught for less than 5
years and 1 teachers who has taught for between 6 to 10 years,
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are also members of governing bodies. The rest i.e. 15,
are who have been teaching between 11 to 25 years and over.
As for the membershio of enquiry committees and
advisory bodies, 20) teachers have worked in this eapaity,
out of whom 14 worked on 1 comittee, 3 worked on 2 to 3
committees and 3 on 4 to-G eommittees. There is only one
teacher who was below 30, there were 3 between 31 to 35 and
all the rest belong to the ages' group 36-48 and over. Amongst
these, there is one woman teacher also. Out of these 20
teachers, 1) hold doctorate degrees while the other hold Y.A.
It is surprising that 5 lecturers in undergraduate colleges
were also members of suh enquiry emeittees and advisory
bodies. There were 6 professors and heads of departments
who were members of such bodies. There were 2 university
lecturers and 3 Readers who were members of such committees.
Out of the 7 university Professors, 4 were members of suh
enquiry committees and advisory bodies. There were 5
teachers who have taught for less than 10 years wbo were m
members of such enquiry committees and advisory bodies while
the rest i.e. 15 have taught Pot 11 to 25 years and over.
There were 13 tecehers who were members of
Consultative bodies, out of whom only 2 belong to the age
group 31-35 and all the rest belong to the age group 41 to
56 and above. There was a woman teacher also who was a member
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of the consultative bodies. As one might expect, there
were 8 teachers who held doctorate degree and only 8 who
held V.A. as for as the membershin, of consultative bodies
is eoncerned. Out of these 13 teachers, 3 were university
Rbadere, 3 University professors, 2 university lecturers,
2 heads of departments in colleges and 3 lecturers in
colleges. ive of these 13 members have been teaching for
less than 15 years while the rest have been teaching for a
period between 15 and 26 years and over.
There were 43 teachers who held administrative posts
such as being in charge of different commttees like the
debating union, snorts committee, ltbrary committeo, hostel
committee etc. Out of these, 16 belong to the age group
between 26 to 4) while 37 belong to the age group 41 to 56
and above. Obviously, the seniority of a teacher has
something to do with holding and administrative vost. There
was one woman teacher who also held administrative nost.
Nineteen of those who held such poests, held doctorate degree
while 23 were N.A. and one was a 3.2d. The level at which
a vorson teaches vis., college or university has no relation-
ship with holding administrative post, since 22 university
lecturers, readers or Profeosors held such posts while 21
college lecturers, assistant professors or professors held
such posts. It seems to be, however, related to the number
of years that a person has been teaehing, because out of
these 43 teachers 13 have been teaching for less than 10
years while 3) have been teaching for a period between 11
to 28 years and over.
Personal Library of the Teaehers I
In order to equii one's mind it is necessary that a
teaeher should have a versonal library of his or her own.
Partiemlarly when teachers are engaged in advanced teaching
and research, it is absolutely essential for them to possess
books pertaining to their particular 4isetpline. It would
also be desirable if teachers subseribe to learned, professional
journals wereby they can keep abreast of the new developments
in their spectal fields. Teachqrs were asked whether they
possess books of their own and if so how any and also whether
they subscribe to learned and professional journals.
Out of the 180 teachers 123 mentioned that they
possessed books of their own ranging from less than 1) to
100 and over. It is surorising that while the raximum number
of teachers had books between 1I to 280, there was more or
less uniform dispersal on both the sides, for instanee, from
11 to 1'0 and 281 to 100K) and over.
Out of the 127 men teaehers only 11 did not vossess
any bools ot while out of the 23 women teachers 8 did not
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possess any books of their own. However, it is gratifying
to note that both men and womet teachers have been
possessing books ranging from less than 10 to 1000 and over.
As one might exvreet, in respeot of the teachers
belonging to the age grorn 20 to 25 no one possessed more
than 10) books. There was only one teacher in the age group
26 to 30 who possessed more than 101) books. Teechers above
40 have aceumulated mny books ranging from 280 to 1000 and
over.
Three teachers who bad 3.1d. degree possessed books
ranging from 11 to 25 while 78 teachers who held W.A.,
possessed books ranging from less than 10 to 1000 and over.
Out of 58 doctorates, ezeepting 3, all of them possessed books
ranging from less than 10 to 1000 and over.
Enquiring into the faculty wise distribution in respect
of possessing books it is found that out of 42 teachers in
Arts faculty 41 possessed books ranging from less than 10 to
1000 and over. There were 12 teaehers from the Arts Faculty
who nossessed more than 1001 books. In the science faculty
out of the 59 teachers 50 vossessed books ranging from less -
than 10 to 1000 and over. Rowever, those who rossessed
books over 1000 were only two. In the Soctal Science Waculty
also out of the 49 teachers, 40 possessed books ranging from
less than 10 to over 1000 although there were only 2 tevahers
who possessed more than 1000 books.
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It was felt that the level at which the teachers
were teaching might make for some differenee in respect of
possession of books which has been corroborated. Out of the
74, who taught at the. postgraduate level only 3 did not
possess any books, while out of the 62 who taught at the
undergraduate level 11 did not possess any books. Moreover,
amongst those who taught at the postgraduate level there were
18 teaehers who oossessed more than 11" books, while amongst
the undergraduate teachers there was only 1 teacher who
possessed more than 10 books.
There is no partieular relationship between the
designation of a temeher and the number of books he or she
possessed,. because leaving aside part time lecturers,
lecturers, assistant professors and professors in undergraduate
colleges possessed books ranging from less than 10 to over
100 along with the university lecturers, readers and
professors. Rowever, in the ease of the 85 colleges lecturers
assistant professors and professors, 13 did not nossess any
books, while in the case of 62 university lecturers, readers
and professors only 2 did not possess any books.
There were only 57 teachers who subseribed to learned
and professioml journals. The mumber of years for which
they have been subscribing to the journals manges from less
than 1 year to 21 years and over, although there were only 6
teaehers who hve subscribed for 16 pears and over.
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There was no teacher in the age group of 2) to 25
who subscribed to any journal. Otherwise all the age groups
are well represented. Rovever, as one might expect in the
higher age group e.g. 46 and above there is a proportionately
greater number of teachers who subscribe to the learned and
professional journals and also for a longer period.
Out of the 127 men teachers, there were 5) who
subscribed to the journa ls while out of the 23 women teachers
7 subseribed.
Out of the 87 teachers who rossessed V.A. degree 26
subscribed to the learned journal, while out of the 88
doctorates 31 subseribed to the journals. Likewise those
who held doctorates also hale been subscribing for a long
period. This is just as it should be, for it would primarily
be persons engaged in research career who would be interested
in subscribing to the journals.
Teachers from the Arts faculty are proportionately
greater in respect of subscribing to the journals because
out of the 42 teachers in t is faculty 28 subscribed to the
journald while out of the 59 science teachers, only 14
subscribed to the journals And among the 49 social science
teaehers, 18 subsetbed to the journals, likewise, teachers
from the Arts faculty have also been subseribing for a longer
period of time.
As one might expect, teachers teaehing at the post-
graduate level were more inelined to subscribe to the
journals for out of the 74 postgraduate teachers 48 subscribed
to the journals, while out of the 62 undergraduate teachers
only 13 subscribed to the journals. Moreover, the post-
graduate teachers subscribed to journals for a longer period
than did the undergraduate teachers.
The designation of the teacher and vartieularly
whether a teacher teaches in undergraduate college or in the
university has something to do with subseribirg to journals,
Thus out of the 88 teachers teaching in undergra4uate
colleges only 21 subseribed to journals, while out of the
62 teachers teaching in the university 34 subscribed to
journals. Moreover, they also have been subscribing for a
longer period. In a way this is all the more gratifying
for the simple reason that in spite of the fact that. learned
and professional Journals are easily available in the
university library, more than 50 per cent of the university
teachers subscribe for the Journals.
In the ease of teaehers whose fathers had higher
education including colleges ostgraduate and also traditional
edueation, there was a ireeonderanee of teachers who
possessed their own books. Thus, out of 76 teachers whose
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fathers were highly educated 73 vosseossd many books, wvile
out of the 70 teaehers vhose fathers did not have much
education in the sense that they were either illiterate or
had only primary or high School education, 57 teachers
possessed books of their own. No such relationship is to
be found in the case of teashers who subscribed to journals.
There seems to be a clear relationship between the
occupation of fathers and the books possessed by the teachers.
Thus, out of the 18 teachers whose fathers were owners of
land 14 possessed books of their own. Out of the 3 teachers
who were the chi idren of proprietors, directors or owners of
big tudustries, all of them neeeessed books. Out of the 19
teachers whose fathers were owners of small business 16
possessed books, while out of the 58 teachers wbose fathers
were scientific and techntcal personnel etc., 53 possessed
nany books. So also oat of the 42 teachers wose fathers
were ordinary administrative staff 38 possessed many books.
Likewise there is a prenonderance of the teachers whose
fathers followed white eollared and higher occupations in
respect of subscribing to journals.
Similarly there seems to be some relationship between
the occupation of the brothers of, the teechers and the
number of books they possessed. Thus, in the case of 66
teachers whose brothers were scientifie and technical -
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personnel, 60 *ossessed many books. Similarly in the ease
of 25 teachers whose brothers wore ordinary administrative
staff 23 possessed many books. A similar trend is seen in
these cases of subscribing to journals on the part of
teachers. Of course, this could also be explained in terms
of the (t) higher education of the brothers of the teachers
and (Ui) their eoneerntration in higher oceupation such as
the ones mentioned above.
10e$ were the factors that intlueUed the teachers in
reneat e' the aholes g' this oartiugr ear.e' a
It is of cracial significance to enquire into the
factors which have influenced the teachers in their ehoiee
ofthe teaching eareer, because without snoh understanding
it would not be nossible to analyse later on their rofessional
involvement, commitment ete.
It is very interesting to note that out of the 150
teachers S2 mentionedt that they chose this career purely
out of personal liking and aptitude. This is very significant
since such teachers are likely to feel ore involved tnand
committed to the profession. There were 12 teachers 1ho
mentioned that they were inspired to choose this eareer by
their parents, while 6 were inspired by the teachers. Autonomy
of the profession attracted 3 teaheers to the profession.
I
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Possibly they were dis-4lusioned by laek of autonomy in
governmental jobs. Six teachers considered teaching
profession as conferring good status on them. Two of the
teaehers wer, motivated to choose this career sine* they
felt that it would not involve much of a strain either in
respect of the rigour of work as well as the hours of work.
In short they probably looked upon teaching eareer as an
easy going work. Obviously, such an attitude would have
very deleterious eonsequendes for professioml involvement,
eomaitment, efficiency and output. Uren worse than all
this, such an attitude vould have a very demoalising impact
on the student body. There were 3 teachere who mentioned
that they choose this career since there wan no other
alternative. Possibly they could tither compete for jobs
which they regarded as worthwhile nor did they have the
sense of responsibility to abstain from a career which was
not of their Choice. They seem to have been coerletely
oblivious to ethics and responsibility of this career. There
were 1') teachers who could not specify any partieular reason
why they chose this career. This faet can be interpreted
as a very lacadiaseal ( casual ) attitude on the part of
these tesacherd. Obviously, these teachers have not given
any serious thought as to the duties and responsibilities
which go hand in hand with$ this career. Worse still is
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the case of the 26 teachers who me-ntioned that they chose
this career purely accidentally. This is quite in tune
with Gaudivo's remark that many teachers initially drift
into the profession and that fthe young aspirant does not
really make his own ehoice". Gaudino further observes that
there are various reasons such as example of a devoted
teacher, influence of a relative, independence and freedom
of the profession, leisure and long holidays, eonvenienee,
aecident, ete., which aske for the chotee of teaching as a
career. Caudino observes that "it (teaching career) is like
an arranged marriage : one is put into it, makes the
adjustment, grows attached, and eventually it becomes an
essential part of oneself. Sone teachers contedd that if
they had it to do over, they would go into business or
government. But they do not have it to do over, and probably
just as happy that they do not". 1
Inquiring into the relationship between the age group
to which the teachers belonged and the factors which led the
teachers to choose this career, no particular relationship
emerged excent in the case of the 26 teachers who mentioned
that they chose this career secidentally. There were 7 such
1 Robert L. Oaudino, T in - (Bombay;
Popular Prakashan, 19),. 197
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teachers in the age group 20 to 3.0, while there were also
14 teachers in the age group 31 to 46 who also gave the
same response. On the other hand, in the age group 44 to 8
and over there were only 8 teachers who gave this response.
Otherwise in the ease of the teachers who mentioned other
factors there was a more or less uniform dispersal amongst
the various age groups. It is gratlfying to note that there
were 36 teachers who mentioned that they chose teaching as
a career due to persoenal liking in the ae group 20 to 38.
Wmen teaehers seem to have chosen the career more
voluntarily than is the ease wIth men teashers, since there
was not a single woman teacher who mentioned that she chose
this career since there was no other possibility. As one would
expect, there was 1 woman teaeher, who mentioned that she
chose this career because of easy working hours. This response
is quite in keeping with the cultural role requirements of
an educated and employed femle in Indian sogiety2
There does not seem to be any direct relationship
between educational attainments and the responses of the
teachers in respect of the question *Wat led you to this
careerf. Possibly one of t0e reasons may be, that there
2 A. Rhmanama, M a ted Women in Tdia,
a thesis to be subitted for Ph.D. in Soecology.
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were may teachers who did their doetorates after aceepting
a teaching job. There seems to be some difference in the
ease of the response 'inspired by parents' betveen the
teachers holding N.A. and those holding doetorate, only 3 of
the former mentioned that they were inspired by parents
while 9 of the latter gave this response. As one might expect
there were 18 M.A.s who gave the response that they chose
this eareer aeeidentally as against 8 doetorates. In the
ease of teaehers who gave the response that they were
attracted to this career by its autonomy, as one would expeet,
there were mere dctorates in this category than the V.A.s
In terms of the various faculties and the reasons
given by the teachers for their choice of this career there
seems to be some relationshii in the ease of some responses
e. g. while 60 *er eent of the soetal set ne* teachers
mentioned that they chose this eareer out of personal liking#
82 per eent of the set enee faeulty tea chers and 48 wr cent
of the arts faculty teachers gave this response. Similarly,
in the ease of response "inspired by parents" 7 teachers
belong to the Arts P'aulty, 4 to the Science Paeulty and only
one to the Soeial Scienee ?aeulty. tt would certainly seem
strprising that the response Oaccidental" was evenly spread
amongst the various faculty teachers. There was not a single
teacher frem the soetal science faculty who mentioned that
this career was ohosen because of *no other vossibility",
While there was one such teacher in the Arts faculty and
2 such teachers in the Scienee Taeutty.
ftquiring into the level at whieh the teachers 'have
been teaching and their response to this question, there did
not emerge any particular diffeeneo between the teaehers
teaching at the undergraduate and postgraduate level expept
in the ease of the response Oautonomy" Aere all the
3 teachers who gave this response were teaching at the
postgraduate level and also in the ease of the response
*inspired by teachers* where there were 8 postgraduate
teachers and only one undergraduate teacher who gave this
response.
Prom the data available it apears that in the ease of
the resonse "inspired by narents* university teachers
were better represented in this category than the undergraduate
teachers. Otherwise there is no difference.
While in restect of the resnonse *personal lihing"
given by teachers, those teaehers whose parents had high
school education seem to exert greater influence than in the
case of those who had college and postgraduate education or
traditional education. The relative pereentage being 66 in
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the ease of fathers who had college education and little
over 50 who had higher education. There seem to be also a
clustering of the response "acctdntal* amongst the teachers
whose fathers had'eollege or vostgraduate edueation. Thus,
out of the 66 teachers whose fathers had oollege and post-
graduate education 15 mntioned that they ehose the career
accidentally, while in the ease of 70 teachers whose fathers
were either illiterate or had primary or high sehooledueation
there were only 9 teachers who gave this response. This
could be explained in terms of the relatively higher
occupational aspirations of the highly edue-ted fathers for
their children, while in reality these aspirations could not
be realised.
Sequiring into the relationship between the occupation
of the father and the choice of teaching eareer, the observation
made above is well corroborated. Thus, out of the 26 teachers
who gave the resnoonse Oascidental 22 were concentrated in
the following eategories of their fathers' oceupation such as
owners of small businesses, setentifie and technical norsonnel,
ordinary administeative staff.
Similar relationship siens to exist in respeet of the
education of brothers and the reasons whieh they have
ascribed in respect of the choice of eareer. Thus out of the
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62 teachers whos brother# had postgraduate and technical
education 37 gave the response *personal liking". Siilarly,
there wre 11 teachers of these 62 who mentioned that they
chose the teaching career aceidentally, aenfirming the
interpretat 4 on in the case of the fathers vix., that the
higher the education of the fathers the greater the ocupa-
tional asntrations for their ehildren and also greater
disappointment of both the fathers and the ehildren.
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while it is true that the study of involvement
necessitates a psyehologiqal kind of enquiry, whieh has
certainly not been made in the ease of this study, there are
various ways in whtch inferenees could be drawn about the
nature of involvement of the teachers in their profession.
In this context professional involvement could be inferred
from (1) positive shoice of the profession, (it) attaiments
in the academic field, with special reference to publications,
(iii) acadeuic activity in respect of working on various
bodies and committees which are primarily of academic ogin
or have something to do with the eondust of affairs of
educational institutions or working on various eeeittees
appointed by government in order to enquire into certain
publie issues as representatives of the academic community.
There is no denying that members of the academie cemmity
are called upon to serve on various cosmittees in respect of
issues which are of public interest. As indieated above, to
the extent that the choice oe a eareer is not deliberate
it is likely to retract the involvement of the participants
concerned. Moreover, where a particular career is chosen
as a last resort the degree of intolvement to likely to be
very small. Similarly, the soctal stratum to which a person
tbelongs would also have some implications for the degree
of involvement in a partietlar career or profession e.g.
if the College or university teachers are sons of very high
executives, directing staff, owners of industrial concerns,
*te., it is quite likely that the parents would be
dissatisfied, not to say frustrated, about their sons
working in the teaching profession. Under such oireumstances
the sons my altays suffer from feelings of inferiority
relative to their fthers, which would certainly affect
their involvement. The logical consequences of such a
situation would be the desire to change from the teaching
profession to soee other profession which would be regarded
as being consistent with the status of their fathirs. This
would certainly give rise to an effort on their part to
change their career and profession. In the event of failure
of such efforts the feeling of inferiority is likely to
domintte which might adversely affect involvement in the
teaching profession. Apart from the fathers' status, a
cowart son with friends and peers is also likely to have
consequences for involvement in the nrotesston. This is not
to deny the iwortance of objective factors such as the
ineoe and emoluments, factlities for work, facilities for
promotion, reeognition and acelaim ,te., in respect of
involvement in the profession.
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Factors which led to the choice of teaching profession I
It has been noted that out of the 150 teachers e2
mentioned that they chose this career purely out of personal
liking and aptitude. Therefore, one would normally expeet
these teachers to feel involved. However, this needs to
be examined. There were 12 teachers who mentioned that
they were inspired by the parents to chose this career while
6 were inspired to do so by their teaehers. There were
26 teachers who mentioned that they chose this career
aecidentally, while there were 2 who mentioned* that they
chose this profession because of the easy working hours.
Similarly, 3 mentioned that they chose this career because
of no other possibility. There were, however, 3 teachers
who preferred this profession because of the autonomy of
the profession. As mentioned earlier, the reasons ascribed
for the choice of this career would be expected to have
a bearing on the involvement on the part of the teachers in
their profession, which is borne out by the brief statement
mde below. Out of the 82 teachers who mentioned *personal
liking* as the main reason for choosing this profession
only 4 teachers pointed out that at some stage or other
they wanted to change the piofession. Out of the 8 teachers
who were inspired by parents to take is this profession
only one wanted to change the profession at some stage or
other. In the ease of 6 teachers who were inspired by
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teachers to take up this profession nobody wanted to change,
indicating thereby the influence of the role model of the
teachers. In the case of 6who mentioned that they chose
the profession because of the status and prestige noody
wanted to change. Similarly in the sase of 3 who prised
the autonomw of the profession nobody wanted to change. In
the case of 36 teachers who mentioned that they chose the
profession accidentally 5 wanted to change. Three teachers
who mentioned that they chose the rrofession because there
was no other possibility, one wanted to change. Similarly,
the 2 teachers who ehose the Yrfession because of easy
working hours also mentioned that they wanted to change the
profession. Out of the 10 teachers ubo mentioned some other
reasons for choice of the profession, only one wanted to
change.
(a) Puiliaons Tt has been noted that 64 teachers have
published books. Therefore, only 42 per cent of the teachers
have published books. Curiously enough, out of the 14
teachers who wanted to ehange the profession at one stage or
other 6 have published books About 51 per cent of the
teachers have published articles. Out of the 14 teachers who
wanted to change the rrofession only 8 have published articles.
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(b) Working on various bodies i Only 21 teachers have
partiestpted as members of goerning bodies or enquiry
committees. In this ease also there has been no differenet
practically between their percentage to the total and that
of those who participated in such activities from the group
of 14 teachers which wanted t change the profession. Only
11 out of the ISO tenehers were members of onsultative
bodies. Nere again there is not much difference between
those who wanted to change the 1.rofession and those who wanted
to continue inthe profession. On the whole the attainment
in this respeet seems to be quit* meagre,
Desire to continue in the profession t
In the All India sample, an overwhelming majority of
the teachers of non-professioral colleges have never followed
any occupation other than teaching. This is particularly
true of the women teachers. About one-third of the sen
teachers had desired to follow some other occupation before
taHing to teaching. Among women it is far below that of
one-fourth of the sample. Neither men nor vomen college
teachers would like to change their occupation. Nearly
three-fifth to four-fifth of the teahers in every group
wish to continue as college teachers only. Nowever, the
professioml college teachers who would corsider a change
is slightly higher.
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Out of the )15 teachers, there vore only 14 teachers
who mentioned that at some stage or other they wanted to
change the profession. The rest did not want to change the
profession. Therefore, our analysis is primarily confined
to the 14 teachers who wanted to ehange the profession at
some stage or other. It would be necess- ry to enquire into
the relationship between various factors such as age, sex,
rural-urban background, income, educatton, designation, length
of service, fathers' education and occupation and primarily
the factors which led to the choice of teaching profession.
As has been observed above, out of the 14 teachers who
wanted to ehange the nrofession, there were 4 who joined the
Profession out of personal lilking. There was only one teaeher
who had joined the rrofession who was insired by the parents.
There were 6 techers, who wanted to charge the profession,
mentioned that they joined the profession accidentally.
Similarly the j teachers who joined the profession because of
easy working hours wanted to change. There was also one
teacher, who joined the profession since there was no to other
possibility, wanted to change. Another teacher who wanted
to change the profession had, not specified the reason for
joining the profession. Oat of the 14 who wanted to change
the profession 10 wanted to change to some non-teaehing
nrofession, while one clearly mentioned government job and
3 did not specify any particular Job to whIch they wanted
to change. hile 3 of them aetually tried ftr some other
profession, they were not selected and honee continued in
the tenching profession, 5 mentioned that eventhough they
wanted to change suitable openings were not available. Six
did not specify thy they could not change.
There seems to be a clear relationship between the
age of the teachers and their desire to change. Thus, out
of the 14 teachers who wanted to change 8 belonged to the
age group 36 to 40. There were only 2 tetehers who were
between 41 to 80, who wanted to change. The sex-wise
distribution of those who wanted to ohange was 12 men teachers
and 2 women teachers. One of the women teaehers wanted to
change to the government Job.
There is no differenme in respect of the rural-urban
origin of the teachers and their desire to chanxe the
Drofession.
Contrary to common sense belief, there was only one
teacher in the income bracket Rs. 3,601 to Re. 4,800 per year
while there was none in the bracket below who wanted to change.
Examine the concept of relative deprivation There was also
one teaeher in the income bracket Re. 4,801 to Ro. 6,000
per year, while there were as many as 8 teachers in the income
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bracket Rs. 6,01 to Rs. 8,00 per year. There were
2 teachers each in the income brackets Rs. 8,01 to
Ro. 10,000 and Rs. 10,001 to Rs. 18,000. Uventhoguh all
these teachers tried to change or otherwise. It would be,
however, idle to relate the Ineome brackets with the desire
to *hange because we do not know at what stage the teachers
wanted to change.
Out of the 14 teachers who wanted to change the
profession at some stage or other, I was a 3.Ud., 9 were
1.A .s, and 4 were doctorates. Due to the non-availability
of suitable jobs they could not change. Of course, it
must be mentioned that their attainment in terms of the
books and articles published has fat suffered in any way.
As one would expect, in terms of the level of
teaching there were elear out differenees in resveet of
wanting to change the profession. Thus, out of the 87
teachers who taught in undergraduate colleges in various
capacities, 1) wanted to ehange, while out of the 63 teachers
teaching in the university, only 4 wanted to change. Wurther,
it seems ,* rather curious that out of the 47 tecturers in
colleges only 3 wanted to change, while 4 out of the 10
Assistant Professors wanted to change, and 3 out of the 29
Professors and / or Reads of Departments in colleges wanted
to ehange. As one would expect, out of the 33 university
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lecturers 3 wanted to ehaInge, while 4 out of the 22
University xa4#ts wanted to change and no Professor in the
University wanted to change nor Read of an Institution.
Therefore, there seems to be a close relationehip between the
designation of a teacher and the desire to change. It ean
be said that the higher the designation the greater the
involvement in the profession.
The length of service also has very clear relationship
wIth the desire to change. While there were 10 teachers
out of the 87 whose length of service was auto 1n years and
wanted to change, there were only 4 teachers out of 63 whose
length of servies was between 11 years and 16 years and over.
It has been observed earlier that teadhers whose
fathers were highly educated and also held higher nositions
in the professional hierarehy such as-higher erecutives,
directors, setentific and technical personnel, administrative
staff, etc., would naturally have higher occupational
aspirations for their sons and daughters, and that therefore
they would exert pressure on their sons and daughters to
tryP for higher positions. hkturally, the sons and daughters
of such persons would be more prone to change from the
teaching profession to some Ohigher professions". This is
clearly borne out by the data on hand. Thus, out of the
14 teachers who wanted to ehange the maximum number vis.,
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8 were children of fathers who had postgraduate and technieal
education. Out of the 33 fathers who had postgraduate and
technical education 8 children wanted to change. Out of
the 34 college educated fathers 3 wanted to change, while
out of the 10 fathers who were traditionally educated 1 wanted
to change. Thus, the higher the education of fathers the
greater the pressure on their children to seek professions
with higher status and the greater the desire to change the
teaching profession. Sitilar trend is reflected in the
response of the teachers %vanted to change to non-teaching
profession. Thus, eight tecehers who were the children of
fathers who had college or postgraduate and technical education
wanted to change to non-teaching and government job.
There is a elear eut relationshIn discernible between
the occupation of the father and the desire to change the
profession on the part of the ehtildren. Thus, 6 teachers
who were children of ordinary adminstative staff wanted to
change, 8 teachers who were children of scientific and
technical personrel wanted to change, 2 teachers who were the
children of owners of small business etc., wanted to change,
while 1 teacher who was the son of a director or owner of
industry wanted to change. While in the case of teachers
whose fathers were either owsers of farn, tenant cultivators,
manual labourers, unskilled workers, etc., nobody wanted to
change. Therefore, the desire to change the profession seems
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to depend on the occupattoal status of the fathers,
because there is a lear out clustering of the teachers who
wanted to change in the higher oecupational group of the
fathers such as directors, owners of small business, executive
scientific and technical staff and administrative staff.
T terms of our analysis it is quite clear that there
is distinct relationship betwien the factors which led to the
teaehing career and the degree of involvement.
Even the desire to change from teaching profession
to some other vrofession at some stage on the part of the
teacher has not in any was affected the perftrmeneo and
attainment of such teachers in respect of publieations and
academie work nor in respect of oarticnsation in activities
pertaining to the academic communIty. To that extent
Gaudino's observation quoted earlier seems to be borne out
R efer Chap. ITT ) Rovever, the desire to chante is closely
related with factors like age, ineee, the level at whieh
the teacher operate, the length of service, designation as
well as their fathers' education and oceupation. Therefore#




PAITICAIOIN PaL LIE -ID AC211TIn
A great deal is said about empathy and social
sensitivity amongst the intelleoturals. It is said that
intelletturals should eultivate social sensitivity and
participate in public life and aetivities in order that
talents and knowledge can be fruitfully used to help solve
some of the pressing soetal, economie and political problems.
There is no denying that members of the academi communi ty
ean contribute to the analysis of secial, economie and
nolitieal problems and thereby indireetly help in solving
some of them. In a paper prepared by the present author it
has been observed that the soctal scientists in India
contributed 18 policy artieles and 1,5 Informative arteles
to the various social setence Journals during the year 1964.
Moreover, social seentists also wrote artteles in imortant
daily newspapers like the Times of India, The Hindu, The
Statesman, The Indian nrness, etc., on certain important
issues like the language problem, devaluation, Soonomie erists,
political situation, food problem, etc. In the same artiele,
it has been pointed out that tasues of the Seminar for the
1 See -- T..Damle, "The Soctal Science Presst India"
International Soetal SIence ournit, Vol.IXTX
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year 1966 were devoted- to the discussion of problems such
as The Atom Bomb, Parliament, Secularism, Caste and the
Future, The Public Sector, The School Money in Politics,
The- Polities of language, etc., in whieh academicians played
an important role. However, it is not only by discussions
in journals and newspapers where the members of the academie
comwunity can eontribute. They can also contribute by
being setively associated with voluratary associations, social
work organisations, rolitieal varties, ete., Similarly, they
can also contribute by their Inftrmed and crittcal judgement
in the State Assemblies as vell as in Parliament. Tt should
be mentioned 9 here that persons of eminence in their
resoeetive fields, queh as Prof. A. R. Wadia, Prof. D. R.
Gadgil, have been nominated to laIva fabha by the governemnt.
Tn terms of their membership of various bodies members of the
academic community can enrich their own understanding and
in turn enrich the comunity at large by their spectal
knowledge.
Membership of Voluntary Associations *
There seems to be a relationship between the faculty
to whleh a teacher belongs and his or her partteination in
voluntary assoctations. Thus, out of the 41 teachers
belonging to the Arts Waeulty 24 were members of such
Associations, whil, out of the 59 teachers belonging to the
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Science FaCulty, only 10 were members of such asseciations.
Out of the 50 teachers belonging to the Social Sciences
faculty t0 were members of such associations. This may
have something to do with the hours of work and the nature
of work in respective faculties. So also one could suarise
about the relatively least soetal sensitivity amongst the
scienee teachers.
Out of the 150 temehers 81 mentioned that they were
members of voluntary associations. Out of these more than
40 teachers were members of more than one assoctation. There
seems to be a relationship between the age group to which
the teacher belongs and the extent of participation. Thus,
out of the 77 teachers below the age group of 40 there were
20 teachers who were members of such associations, while out
of the 73 teachers who belong to the age group 40 to 56 and
above there were 31 teachers who were members.
Out of the 127 men teachers 44 were members of such
soctettes, while out of the 23 women teaehers, 7 were
members. Therefore, there is no difference in the
partietpation in sueh assoctations on the basis of sex.
Out of the 75 tesehers who belong to vi11ages and
towns 33 were members of such assoctations, while out of
the 63 teachers who belong to eities only 18 were members of
such associations. It might be suorised that teachers from
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villages and towns haved displayed relatively greater
social sensitivity than their counterparts in cities.
There is only one teacher in the income bracket upto
Rs. 1,20) per year, who was a member of such associations.
Obviously, he was a part-time lecturer. Otherwise, there
was not any other te**her within the bracket Re. 3,60V ver
year, who was a member. The rest 50 were all sattered in
the brackets RIs. 3,61 to Rs. 11,000) and above.
The teachers holding doctorate degree preponderate
in respeet of members-hlp of voluntary assectations. Thus,
out of the 58 doctorates 24 were members of such associations,
while out of the rest I.e. 92 ( .A.s and N.Ed.s etc.) there
were only 27 members.
As regards the length of service and the membership
of associations there is no relationship, since the members
of such associations are evenly dispersed all over.
Participation in Social Work :
There were only 28 teonhers who mentioned that they
participated in social work, out of whom 12 belong to the
Arts Paculty, 10 to the Science Paculty and 6 to the Social
Science Faculty. One would have normally expected,- the social
sciene* faculty to participate more in social work.
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Out of thes. a8 members, 7 mentioned that they were
only ordinary members of social work associatton;, while
21 mentioned that they were actively engaged in soaial work.
Out of the 77 teachers who were below 40 years in age, only
1.0 participated in social work, while out of the 73 teachers
belonging to the age group 41 to 56 and above 18 participated.
Obviously enough, the teachers with longer experience are
prevailed upon by the social work assoctattons to work for
them.
Out of the 28 teachers who participated in social work
there were 3 women teachers also who were actively engaged
in social work.
Teachers coming from villages and towns seem to
Varttelpate more in social work. Thus, out of the 8M teachers
coming from villages and towns, 21 partietvated in social
work, while out of the 63 teiehers coming fre cities only
7 partteipated,
There was only one teacher in the income bracket upto
Rs. 3,600 per year who participated in social work, while all
the rest i.e. 27 belong to the income bracket In. 3,601 to
Rs. 15,000 and above.
Those holding doctorate degree have oarticipated more
in social work than those holding 3.34., and N.A. Thus, out
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of the 58 teachers who held doctorate 16 participated in
social work, while out of the rest i.e. 92 only 12
participated.
The length of services and participation in social
work seems to be related, because out of the 110 teachers
who have been teaching for a period upto 15 years, only 18
participated in social work, while out of the 40.) teachers
who have been teaehing for 16 to 2 yearsand over 1f have
partietuated in social work.
Partietpation in Government bodies I
Tt is the praettee of government to appoint academicians
on various bodies in order to draw uon their technical
skill and knowledge. There are so many instances of
academicians like Prof. D. R.a(tgil, Prof. C. W. akil, Prof.
Dantwala, Prof. lakdawala, Prof. Gore, etc., all being
appointed to serve on various government bodies, eointtees
and commissions. It was felt, therefore, that it would be
worthwhile knowing if any of the members of the aeademic
comunity under study were appointed by government to work
on its bodies. Here the teadhers from the Science Faeulty
were better represented than those from the Arts and Soctal
Selences Fautties. Five teebchers from Selenee Paculty were
appointed on government bodies, 3 from the Arts Faeulty and
only one from the Social Scieneos Faculty.
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College tefehers from the All India Samale, do not
believe that their opinions are heeded mueb by politieians
or government offietals.
It is interesting to note that all of those who were
appointed on such government bodies were in the age group
36 to 86 and above. Out of these, there was not a single
women teacher. Here also the teachers belonging to villages
and towns are better represented, being seven, while those
from the city were only two. All the members who were
appointed to such bodies belong to the ineome braeket of
Rs. 3,6)1 to RAs. 15,0 and above whieh clearly reflects
their seniority. Out of these, 3 teachers hold *.A. and 6
hold doctorate degree. This is, as one would expect, since
aenointment to such committees is supposed to denerd on
expertise and knowledge. Rowever, there seems to be an inverse
relationship between the length of teaching and the membership
of such bodies. Thus, 6 out of these members have been
teaching upto 18 years, while 3 of them have been teaching
between 16 to 23 years and over. Of course this could be
explained in terms of the relattve strength of the teachers
in respect of the years of servie, as there were 110 teachers
who have taught for a period between 1 to 18 years, while
there were only 40 teachers who have taught for a period
between 16 to 28 ands above.
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Particlpation in Polities including contesting elections i
In Tpdia, it is the preaettee of the universities to
ask their faculties to refrain from participation in
polities. In hharashtra, for instance, this practice dates
back to the resignation of Mr. G..Ookhale from the Deecan
Eduestion Society when he decided to participate in palitics
activety. Even after independence this taboo seems to
persist, for instance, on the eve of the 1967 general
elections definite circular was issued by the Poona University
asking its Faculty members to abstain from polities as vell
as even from vartietosting in election campaigns. Very
recently, Mr. C.P.Pvradhan,Professor of English from the
Fergusson College, contested election for the membership of
the legislative Council, Waharashtra. Howerer, before doing
so he had Droceeded on leave prior to his retirement from
the college.
In this context it is rot surprising that members of
the various faculties dissociated themselves from polities.
There were 9 teachers who mentioned that they used to be
members of political parties but have discontinued their
membership. There were only 5 teachers who mentioned that
they are still members of politieal parties, the faeultywise
distribution being I from Arts Paculty, 2 from Science Paeulty
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and 2 from Social Scienees Paeulty. There were only 3
teachers who mentioned that they contested elections, 1 at
the Municipal Corporation level, 1 at the State Assembly
level and 1 did not mention. Out of the 9 who mentioned
that they used to be the members of political parties 1
belonged to the age group 31 to 36, three to the age groun
41 to 43, one to the age group 46 to 50, one above 50 and
3 did not mention their age. Out of the 8 who are members
of the political parties now, 1 belonged to the age group
21 to 2R, two to 31 to 3, 1 to 36 to 40 and 1 to 41 to 48.
Out of the 3 who contested elections 1 belonged to the age
group 31 to 38, one to 41 to 45 and I to the age group 56
and over. The teaehers aendng from villagies and towns are
better renresented than those in the cities both in respect
of their past ard oresent membership of volitieal parties. Thus,
out of the 9 teachers who used to be members of volitical
parties 6 same from villa ges and towns, while 3 came from
cities. Out of the 8 teachers who are members of political
parties 4 case from villages and towns and only one from eity.
As one might expect, all the teachers who were or are members
of political parties are all men. Even the educated women
in India have not been suffitiently politteised. Out of the
9 who used to be members of politieal parties 6 held doetorato
degrees, while 3 held M.A., possibly those holding doctorate
degrees might have greater politieal and social senitivity.
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Out Of the 5 teachers who are members of political parties
3 were doctorates. Similarly, all the three who contested
election also held doetorate degree. Out of the 9 who used
to be members of political parties all belonged to the
ineone group betvween Rs. 4,101 to Rs. 15,50, while out of
the 5 who are members of political parties they* were
distributed between the ineome grout Rs. 3,601 to Rs. 10,000
The three who eontested eleetions belonged to the income
group As. 8,001 to Rs. 15,00 per year. Out of the 9 who
used to be members of nolitical parties, I was a lecturer
in college, while 3 were Heads of Denartments in colleges
and 8 were University Readers. Out of the 5 who are members
of politieal narties now, * were lecturers in oolleges, 2
were lecturers in univeesity and I was a university Reader.
Curiously enouph out of the 3 who contested elections 1 was
a lecturer in college, two were university Readers. In respect
of length of service, those who were members of politicat
parties are evenly distributed. As regards those who are
members of political parties now, 2 have taught for less than
5 years, and 3 have taught between 11 to 15 years. It may
be likely that there may be some more teachers who continue
to be members of political parties but have not disclosed
the same owing to the taboo mentioned above. All thik three
who contested eleettons have not taught for more than 10 years.
While there is no relationship between the education of the
M
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fathers of the teachers and their membershiu of rolitteal
parties, there seems to be a clear relationship between their
fathers' e4eup tions and their membership of politieal
parties. ftus, out of the 9 who used to be members of
political parties 6 teobers were the sons of higher executives
and administrative staff and one was the son of a land owner.
Similar trend is reflected in the ease ofthe teachers who are
members of political narties now. Thus, one is the son of
owner of fara, one is the son of owner of sa11 business, one
of directing and executive staff, one of administrative staff
and one of a skilled worker including foreman. All the 3 who
contested elections were sons of either director or executive,
administrative staff or skilled worker, indicating thereby
the financial support for their electioneering from their
fathers.
There is no denying that the members of the academie
commuInty under study have partiepated in public life and
activities. Thus, 33 per cent of the teschers were members of
various voluntary associetions and thereby contributed to
the discussion of social, economie and political problems and
indirectly contributed to the solution of some of the problems.
About 19 per cent of the teachers we*e also connected with
social work associations and some of them were actively engaged
in soetal work such as poor students' welfare organisation,
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remand homes, coordinating Cuneil of soetal agenetes eto.
ine teachers were appointed to work on various government
bodies. By working on these bodies they could make their
experience and knowledge available to government which must
have been utilised for policy formulation. Quite in keeping
with the trends in the rest of the world academicians are
chary and reluctant to Joining political parties. There were
9 teachers who mentioned that they used to be members of
politieal parties but have ceased to be members now. There
were only 5 teachers who mentioned that they are still
members of political parties. Members of academic eommunity
thus dissociate themselves from political parties in general.
Likewtse, only 3 teaehers contested election to unietpal
Corporation or State Assembly. This is also quite in
keeping with the genersa. dissociation from volities. Moreover,
the Poona Univeraty has specially asked its ewmlcyees,
including teachers, not to participate in political astivtties.
Therefore, there is a good measure of empathy and social
sensitivity on the part of some of the teachers studied,
although many more could have partieipated in voluntary and




In the introduetory chapter certain theorotteal
formulations were made whieb have been examined in the light
of the data Goileeted. Thus, it was discussed in the
introduction whether intelleetuals are a social group or a
class. Our data necessitates the addition of the category
of easte, at least with reference to the academietans studied
here. In fact, in any study of intellectuals in India it is
extremely necessary to enquire into caste background of the
persons concerned. Whether or not intellectuals elsewhere
constitute a houogeneous social group or a class, in India and
particularly in the ease of the sample studied, they form a
homogeneous social group in thea sense that 82 per cent of them
were Brahains by caste and as sueh share certain important
traditions, asPirations, vanues, ete., which lend then the
homogeneity. Moreover, there were 8 e.k.p. teachers in the
sample who are very much contiguous to Brahuins in resnect
of traditions, astrations, values, ete., mentioned above.
There was not a single teacher from the scheduled easte in the
sample. There were a few teachers who were Musimxs, *ikhs
and Zorastrians. As for the Zorastrain comndnity, it is very
famous for being highly educated and advanced. Practically
all the teachers belonged to the middle ineome group ranging
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mainly from Rs. 3,600 to Rs. 1,000 and above per year.
Nreover, looking into the social background of the teachers
none appeared to be ezeeptionally rich.
As one might eieet, there wore many teachers who eams
frem cities although the combination of those who came from
villages and towns outweighed their number. This faet has
implications for both migration and oeuamtional obility.
While the men teachers constituted 84 per cent of the samr1e,
the women teachers were about 15 per cent. Rveithough this
proportion does not compare favourably with that given in the
all India study viz., 66 per cent to 34 per cent, the women
teachers in our sample are eminetly qualified in terms of
educational and other attainments.
Although the Caste provides the requisite degree of
homogeneity, factors like educational and occupational
background of fathers and brothers of teachers play an imporant
role in respect of equipment, attainment, facilities,
environment as well as involvement in the profession. It has
been found that the teachers whose fathers and brothers were
highly educated and were ewmloyed in higher oeeustIons tended
to buy many books and subsertbe to journals. Similarly, the
fathers of women teachers were reatively highly educated and
were also emnloyed in higher occupations. The tradIt4 ons of
education and occupation which were provided by the highly
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educated and very well placed fathers provided a congenial
atmosphere for the training and equipment. Although in such
eases because of the higher ocoupational aspirations of
fathers and brothers there ensured a good measure of
disappointment, not to say frustartion because of their
children's oeupational status which Vas not consistent with
their own high status. Moreover, suh disanfointment was
eonveyed to the children, whach i reflected in the factors
whieh underlie the choice of the teaehing rrofession by the
teachers in the sample. Some of the teachers clearly
reflected their fathers' or brothers' disapnointment in respect
of their occupation and this inevitably had eonsequences for
their involvement in the profession.
Prerequisites for Iffictent Puncttoning :
It was hypothesised that in order that intellectuals
might function efficiently certain prerequisites had to be
satisfied. In the first place, the importance of training and
equipment cannot be overeunhasised. looking into this aspect
with reference to our sample it is quite clear that the
teachers were well trained and were well equipped to discharge
their tasks efficiently and effectively. Breeit for a few
teachers, who were trained abroad, most of the teachers were
train4d in Bombay and Poor U nve'sities or some other
universities in India. We have seen that more than half of the
teachers have published books and articles and quite a few
of them espiously, It should be mentioned here that the
quality of their publieations has not been enquired into. Yet
it is obvious that as far as the output of work is concerned
in, terus #f publications it speaks for itself. Therefore,
there is reason to believe that the training and equipment has
been adeqate.
Another important requiotte for the &ftielent
funetioning of teashers would be naturally freedom from want.
Prom the income figares available for the teachers it can be
samrised that mest of the teachers were free from want, the
average ineome being Us. 6,001 per year. It Is true that
none of thetesehers was affluent yet the income that they
received seemed to be adequate to buy books and subscribe
to journals. Rowever, there is no meane of knowing whether
teachers had any financial support frem their fathers,
brothers, ete. Nor have we enquired into the standard of
living of the teahers.
It is equally essential that the intellectuals must
be afforded the necessary freedom to operate as intellectuals
and to operate freely in soeiety. As for the intellectual
freedom S teachers in the sample made a snectal mention of
autonomy in the teaohing profession as the main consideration
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for choosing this career. ioreover, none of the teachers had
any complaint to make about any restrictions whatsoever in
respect of intellectual freedom although very few teachers
complained that they could not publish all that they had written
because of lack of facilities. A distinction has to be made
between intellectual freedom and the facilities for research
and publication. tn resneet of social freedom, there were no
restrictions whatsoever whieh is elearly reflected in the
participation by the teachers in various voluntary associations,
social work organizations, eonsultative committees, ete. Tt is
only in the case of nartteipation in polities that freedom has
been restricted. n this resneet there is a great deal of
difference between the nresent samte and the earlier Indian
intellectuals who provided the country leadership in all walks
of life.
It is the main function of intellectuals to operate with
ideas and concepts and to analysis the various problems confront-
Ing society. However, intellectuals should be acorded due
recognition by society so thatt their knowledge and experience
can be fruitfully utilised by the soieety. It also means the
acceptance of intellectuals in various social bodies and
organizations on the basis of their knowledge and experties.
From this point of view it is quite clear that the intellectuals
in the present study enjoyed acceptance on the part of society
whIch is clearly reflected in their being called upon to work
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on various bodies and eoaittees and sotal work organizations,
eto. In fact, not many teachers associated themselves with
such bodies, not so much because they were not invited to do
so but because of their own disinelinations. Bowever, it is
also true that some of the teathers whose expertise and
knowledge seem to be very much in demand by society were called
upon to work in various associations and organizations.
Psyehologists tell us that the voluntsry choice of
career and profession is extremely cruceal from various angles
such as (i) job satIsfaction, )(11 socIal *fficionsy. The
same holds good in the ease of the Intel! ec-tuals under study.
The facters whieh were mentioned by the teehers for their
professional ohoice have great signifeance for performanee,
deste to continue in the profession, satismfation ete. Thus,
out of the teachers who mentioned that they joined the profession
purely out of personal liking and aptitude were the least
inalined to change the profession. On the other hand, the
teachers who mentioned that they chose the profession accidentaly
were relatively more prone to change the profession. The same
holds good in the case of teaehers who mentioned that they
chose the profession either ftr its easy werking hours or
because there was no other possibility were most inclined to
ehange the profession. The degree of job sattsfaction and
involvement in the profession under such circumstances can be
anybody's guess. As Shils and Grudino have pointed out a
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great deal of casual attitude on the part of college and
university teachers can be largely located in the factors
that led them to thee choice of the career.
A sense of commitment and involvement in one's profession
is extremely essential from various points of view. While
in the present study we have not enquired into psychological
aspects of involvement and commitment, we have some indirect
evidence to base out inferences upon. It was mentioned
earlier that the factors that led to the choice of teaching
career had consequences for commitment and involvement. Thus,
those who had chosen the teaching *rofesuion accidentally
were more prone to change and so were those ho chose it
because of easy working hourse or since there was no other
possibility. Desire to change the profesion can be looked
upon as a negative index of commitment and involvement,
eventhough there is no Drtma-aCte ohsteal evidence such as
publications and partiepation in activities on the part of
teachers who mentioned that at some stage or other they wanted
to change the profession. Moreover, factors such as the
educational and occupational background of fathers and-brothers
also has significant consequences for involvement. It has
been pointed out earlier that' the sons and daughters of fathers
who were themselves highly educated and very highly placed in
occupational structure were continuously subjected to pressure
invidious comparison between themselves and their fathers,
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giving rise to strain and dissatisfaction with their own
profession. Beetdes, eventhough only 14 teahers out of
the sample have mentioned that they wanted to change the
professton at One stage or another there is no means of
ascertaining if there were any others who wanted to change
the profession but did not make any explicit statement about it.
hopathy and social sensitivity on the part of the
intellectuals are also regarded as important for the efficient
functioning of society because in the absence of such
attributes intellectuals would not make their best available
to the society. It is not eno4ugh to have intelleetual
ability but intellectuals must also have a minimum level of
mpathy and social sensitIvity whereby they would Dartlelpate
In aetivities V11eh are of crucial signifieanee to the well
being of soeiety. As for the present study we have observed
thpt about one-third of the teachers have given evidenee of
their empathy avid social sensItivetty in terms of their
participation in various public activities. As observed
earlier, it is the main job of intellectuals to operate with
ideas and thereby indirectly help in solving some of the
pressing social, economie and politieal problems of the country.
This aim can be achieved only with a suffiieent degree of
empathy and social sensitivity. We had occasion to observe
the absence of such empathy and social sensitivity on the
part of teachers in the scienee faculty. Under suh
cireumstances the society cannot profit by the attainments
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of the intellectuals. It has already been pointed out
that the teaehers have to reirain from partleination in
political aetivities.
Intellectuals in every society are called upon to
Drovide intellectual and scientific leadership to society.
There is no mans of knowing, as far as the present study is
concerned, about the active contact between irten1 ectuals
and soctty and assess their leadership of society in this
respect although it can be surmised that to the extent that
the teachers have been ca lled upon to work on various
coawissions and coumittees there is some evidenee of both
their contact with society and leadership. As far as the
setentifie leadershin is eoreurned there is a predominance
*f teaehers from the sieence faculty In respect of working
on various government committees and commissions for selentifie
and technologeal problems.
The present study of intellectual@ is rrmaritdy
confined to the analysis of the funetioning of eollege and
university teachers in Poona. Tet some of the theoretical
formulations about intellectuals in general seemto be quite
applicable in this case.
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Table I Distribution of Tea*hers Agegoding to Age.
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Desigration V.S. Veubership of Voluntary oetettes.







































Desigation V.8. Membership of goerning bodies.
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EOv long have yran boon in teohinsi profeson V. 5.
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Row lona have "' beonta tebin profession M.. Xembelshis
of Bneutr oMUMIttees or advison bodies.
No Only 2 to 3 4 to 6 7 to 10 Over 10 Toal
one
TAs than
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I am studying the problem "Soetal Strusture of -
rtelleetuals in Poona*. With a view to doing the same I am
sending herewith a printed questionnaimr, whieh I would request
you to fill in and handover to your College office within a
fortnight.
As you will see, the questions primarily relate to the
Soctal Compouition and Attainments both in the academic and other
fields. Nevertheless a few questions about difficulties and
needs are ourposefully incornorated.
In brief, the nurpose of the enquiry is to find out the
place occupied bythe intellectuals in society mainly in terms
of their aehievements, aspirations anid attitudes.
r shall certainly welcome any personal diseussion regarding
the enquiry. You are most welcome to add extra sheets to the
questionnaire. I need hardly add how your ee-operation is going
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(1) The soial Cmposition of the
IntelleetUalis
(a) 1tm. and Age
(b) lative PUaOe
(a) caste and Religion
(4) Parents edteation
(e) Parents oeenpation
(') Grand fathers Odbeation





















































(a) Any other relatives (1) (2) (3)
education & occpation
(4) (8) (6)




List degrees, diploma-both Tndian
and foreign-membership of learned
Societies, eareer, etc,
(o) Ooeupation and designation.
(p) when did you start working
and in what capacity?
(q) Salary I ... Starting
Present
Total Inemes
Any other source of ineome
and if so how much ?
(r) Rave you ever thought of changing
the job T and if so, to what and
Wen?
(a) And, what prevented snoh a change
over a job ?
(t) Wbat led you to this career ?
Do you feel conscious seatimes of
working or living under the
influeneo of a traditton ? Deeeribe
this tradition.
(a) How many books you own? Literary as
well as "rofessional.
(v) Do you subscribe to any learned Journal?
If so, please mention the journal, and
since how long you have been doing so?
132
(2) Scientific Scholary and Literary
Outputl
Title of the Bookst Places and dates of language in which
Publication # they were written.




(3) Publie Aetivities *
(a) membership of voluntary
sooieties and since how long I
(b) Kebership of Governing Bodies
and sine* how long ?
(a) Membership of Inquiry Comsittees
and Advisory Bodies and since
how long?
(d) Membership of Consultative Body
and stae how long?
(e) Administrative Post and
since how long?
(f) Elective office e.g. Legislative
bodies, University body, Board of
Directors, etc* and since how long?
(g) Rave you discontinued holding sueh
offie* and 4f( so, when and why did
you do so ?









(1) Are you o have you ever been
nominated on any Government body?
State or Central or Taleteslf
bodies.
If so, on wat body, as uhat and
when? What is the nature of your
duty there? Do you enjoy your
work in such capacity ?
(j) Nave you ever been a member of
any political party ?
(k) Rave you ever contested an election
for a legislative body?
(Munieipal Corporation, State or Central).
r.
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